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As its title suggests, thhis book is an
a analysis of Yugoslavissm and its faailure as a concept.
It reeevaluates thee rise and faall of both Yugoslav
Y
stattes (1918-41) and (1943-92) and diffferent
theorries of Yugooslavism, whhat the pitfaall of those theories
t
werre, and how
w the pitfalls were
interw
woven with the collapsse of both Yugoslavias.
Y
The book examines vvarious natio
onalist
and aims too determine the dominan
viewssand politicaal movemennts in both Yugoslavias
Y
nt and
seconndary factorss that causeed not only the fall of the idea off Yugoslaviaa but also itts two
produucts, two Yuugoslavias. The
T book is a collection
n of twenty--two essays organized in
n five
main sections: naations, leaderrs and instituttions, intellectuals, and alternatives.
a
The introoduction and the first secction, nationss, provides background
b
information on
o the
Y
ass the kingdo
om of
creatiion of Yugooslavism thoought and thhe first unifiication of Yugoslavia
Serbss, Croats, annd Slovenes at
a the end off World Waar I. Then thee book covers different ethnic
groupps living in Yugoslavia and their roole in the first and secoond unificatiions. The ro
oles of
ethnic groups aree evaluated inn terms of thheir contribu
utions to makking unificattion possiblee or to
causing the slow
w demise of Yugoslavia. In this partt, Mitja Vellikonja outlinnes how Slo
ovenia
helpeed the growtth of Yugosllavia and how Yugoslav
via negativelyy influencedd Slovenia, and
a he
ultim
mately questioons whether or not Slovennia needed Yugoslavia.
Y
The secoond section, leaders andd institutionss, evaluates how the leeadership off King
Alexaander I Karaadordevic (r. 1929-34) cauused a rift beetween Serbiians and Croatians. Moreeover,
it elabborates how different Maarxist ideological approaches betweenn Josip Brozz Tito (1892--1980)
and Edvard
E
Karddelj (1910-799) weakenedd the Yugosllavian state and the ideaa of Yugoslaavism.
The book
b
further covers how dominant reeligions; Orth
hodox, Romaan Catholicissm, and Islam
m; the
Yugooslav army; and
a economiic conditionss helped or hinder
h
the unnification annd caused it thrive
or coollapse. Dejaan Djokić points
p
out how
h
King Alexander
A
I Karadordevvic influenceed the
Serbiians, Croatiaans, and Slovvenians to prreserve the fragile
f
unity by trying too keep his id
dea of
Yugooslavism alivve. In his essay “Yuggoslavism an
nd Yugoslavv Communism” Dejan Jović
explaains the disaggreements onn how Yugosslavia should
d be governedd between Joosip Broz Titto and
Edvaard Kardelj, Foreign Miinister of Yugoslavia. Jović
J
posits that althouggh both Tito
o and
Kardeelj were Marrxists, their differences
d
w
were
drastic and led to thhe collapse oof Yugoslaviaa. Out
of alll authors Deejan Jović’s argument iss the strongeest in the boook and suppported by deetailed
reseaarch.
In the thirrd section, thhe book coveers the discussion of diffferent intellecctual thoughtts that
led too the rise off Yugoslavissm, how theese thoughts varied baseed on ethniciity, and how
w they
shifteed after the death of Jossip Broz Tito, and lastly
y how the reemaining inttellectual tho
oughts
survivved after thee collapse off Yugoslavia.. In Yugoslav
via finding a common grround for diffferent
ethnicities was onne of the bigggest challennges, which created a fraagile governnment. Alekssandar
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Pavković presents that the Serbian intellectuals dominated the intellectual thought in Yugoslavia
and they tried to establish a Southern Slav utopia by abandoning Tito’s ideal of a multicultural
utopia, which paved the road to the failed state. While some members of the intellectual
community strove to create a democratic assembly among the Southern Slavs and unite once
more with the help of Writers Union, the Union was doomed to fail due to fractured intellectual
community.
The book is a good source for an introduction to the idea of Yugoslavism and its fall, as
well as nationalism in Yugoslavia. The overall structure allows the chapters and essays tie into
each other fairly well by presenting different arguments raised in Yugoslavias. One of the
weaknesses of the book is insufficient explanation for Bosnian, Croatian, German, and French,
Latin, and Serbian terminology. An example of this is the term “Illyrianism” and “Illyrianist”,
which was used by several authors, none of whom provided a definition. Like wise, Jasna
Dragovic-Soso and Dejan Djokic translated terminology in several languages except in Latin. It
would have been more useful had Kosta St. Pavlowitch, Tihomir Cipek, Xavier Bougarel, and
John R. Lampe elaborated their arguments sufficiently in the text rather than relying on citations
in text or in the footnotes. In his essay “Serbia, Montenegro, and Yugoslavia,” Stevan K.
Pavlowitch uses statistics and quantitative data but fails to provide sources for all of his data.
His argument that Serbia was one of the biggest driving forces for Yugoslavia’s creation and
destruction has a merit but missing sources for his quantitative evidence weakens the argument.
Lastly the book ends with an emotional revelation that reflects Yugoslav disappointment with
Europe. Aleksa Djilas’s “Funeral Oration for Yugoslavia” adds a bitter-sweet note to the book
to exhibit that Yugoslavism is still being held by few. Djilas argues that lack of European
interest during the Civil War (1992-95) that disintegrated Yugoslavia was to punish them for the
deeds done by the Serbians. This essay serves as a reminder that nationalism is not confined to
the parameters of strategy and statistics it is also an emotional movement.
The book achieves its main goal by providing an introduction on intellectual and
political history of the Yugoslavias and it outlines major issues that caused the failure of the
idea of Yugoslavism and Yugosavias. The chapters written by Mitja Velikonja, Dejan Djokić,
Dejan Jović, and Radmila Radić are clear with concise arguments. Apart from the essay by
Aleksa Djilas, all the arguments presented in the book were fairly tame in keeping their bias
from interfering with their argument and thus adding a great beginning for those who wish to
pursue the history of Yugoslavia. This book raises the question; whether the failed idea of
Yugoslavism was doomed from the start or was it multiculturalism within Yugoslavia that
caused the idea to be doomed. Authors do not seem to have a common answer but their implicit
message, “can Yugoslavia unite once more under one flag?” exhibits that Yugoslavism is still
viewed positively at least in the minds of few. Overall, the book is a good starting point about
different arguments on the failure of Yugoslavism and ultimately adds a wide spectrum of
sources for readers to follow up with further research on Yugoslavism and Yugoslavian
nationalism.
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